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ABSTRACT

The status of gyrotrons developed by Varian for fusion heating
applications will be briefly reviewed. Development work started in 1976 with
the goal of 200 kW CW at 28 GHz. A more recent program was to develop 200 kW
CW at 60 GHz.* Pulsed and CW tubes produced by these programs will be briefly
described and the scaling of these designs to other frequencies including 53.
56 and 70 GHz will be discussed. A 35 GHz design will also be described.
Future efforts for gyrotrons at 120 and T<0 GHz will also be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The gyrotrons discussed herein have the general configuration shown in
Fig. 1. Except for the 35 GHz device, all have been designed to produce
output primarily in the TE 0 2 cylindrical waveguide mode. The earlier tubes
have basically cylindrical TE02i interaction cavities. Recent tubes have used
a TE0ii/TE02i step cavity as described in a companion paper1. The electron
guns have all been of the magnetron injection type2. All the designs have
used 2.5-inch diameter for the output waveguide and the output window. Pulsed
tubes have generally used single-disc windows cooled at the edges. CW tubes
have used a double-disc design with a fluorocarbon coolant flowing between the
two discs.

The 28 GHz tubes have used water-cooled copper magnets. Other tubes have
used superconducting magnets. The gyrotrons have been designed for 200 kW
output with beam voltage of 80 kV and beam current up to 8 A.

• The 60 GHz gyrotron oscillator is being developed under contract with Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, operated by Union Carbide Corporation for the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Fusion Energy, under prime contract
W-7U05-eng-26.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, o>
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence hereir to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof,
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FIGURE 1. 60 GHz CWGYROTRON

The early designs were Intended for systems where mode purity of the
output power was not important. In that case, a collector diameter of
2.5 inches was used for pulsed tubes and a diameter of 5 inches was used for
CW tubes. Recently, node purity has become a much more important issue. To
improve mode purity of the CW designs, two approaches have been explored:
design tapers to large collector diameter which minimize mode conversion, or
carefully spread the CW beam in a 2.5-inch diameter collector. The beam-
spreading approach is discussed in this paper.

28 GHz Pulsed Gyrotrons

The design of these tubes has been described in earlier publications3*'4.
Eighteen have been delivered for operation at pulse lengths up to 10 msec at
nine fusion laboratories. Typical operating parameters are as follows:

Beam Voltage
Beam Current
Power Output
Efficiency
Output Mode

80
8

240
38

TE 0 2

kV
A
kW
t
85* ± 5%

Although output mode purity was not a major consideration in the original
design, a value of about 851 was achieved. About 155 of the output is
distributed about equally between TE01 and TE03 modes. TE04 mode output is
less than 15.

Operating experience with the tube has been reasonably satisfactory. The
point of greatest concern has been the ceramic output window. The gyrotron
window design has proven to be difficult to manufacture and there have been
problems in some installations with reflections, trapped modes or arcing in
the output guide causing window damage.

For some pulsed tubes, a double-disc output window has been used in order
to protect the tube vacuum from output waveguide problems. This approach has
been reasonably successful. There have been about six occasions where outer
windows on pulsed tubes have been broken by waveguide effects without a loss
of tube vacuum. In these cases, repair of the tube was quickly and easily
accomplished by replacement of the broken outer windows End reprocessing of
the tube was not necessary.



A pulsed tube with 75 msec pulse length capability has been designed
recently. A model to test this design is under construction, with testing
planned for September 1984.

28 GH2 CW Gyrotrons

The design of the CW tube has been described earlier.^* It has the
configuration shown in Fig. 1 with the output guide tapered up to 5-inch
diameter in the collector region and back down to 2.5-inch diameter at the
output, derating parameters are similar to those of the pulsed tube except
that the TE 0 2 mode content is about 65X. The tube has been operated up to as
high as 310 kW CW.

Eight of these tubes have been constructed and operated at three
laboratories, with generally satisfactory results.

35 GHz 200 kW CW

A CW gyrotron to produce 200 kW at 35 GHz has been designed and is in
construction. This tube will use the superconducting magnet used in higher
frequency VarAan gyrotrons. The output guide tapers up in diameter to 1
inches for the collector region and back down to 2.5 inches for the output.
It uses a T E Q U interaction cavity and TE01 output mode. Mode purity is
calculated at 90J TE01. Testing is scheduled for August 1984.

60 GHz 200 kW Pulsed and CW

The 6C GHz tubes5 are similar in concept to the 28 GHz gyrotrons except
that mode purity and separation between adjacent oscillation frequencies have
become more important issues. All of the recent 60 GHz tubes have used
TEOj2/TEp2i step cavities. This cavity minimizes the possibility of
oscillation with the neighboring TE22i mode and therefore allows the operator
more freedom in varying beam voltage, magnetic field, or gun anode voltage.
This reduces stability requirements on power supplies and allows greater range
in controlling output power. More details of this behavior are presented in a
companion paper1.

200 kW CW operation at 60 GHz was achieved recently6 using a tube with a
5-ir^h diameter collector which tapered down to 2.5-inch output. Mode content
measurements on the output of this tube indicated very low TE02 content of the
order of 10-20J. To improve the mode purity, a design with a longer 2.5-inch
diameter collector with magnetic fields to spread out the CW beam has been
investigated. Power density measurements made with thermal sensors indicate
that this design should be capable of operating CW. Calculated and measured
TE02 mode purity is in the range of 85 to 95'S. Several gyrotrons of this
design have been tested successfully to pulse lengths of 0.5 sec.

A 100 msec pulsed version of the 60 GHz gyrotron uses a shorter 2.5-inch
diameter collector and a single-disc output window. Six of these gyrotrons
have been built and delivered to four laboratories. Operation has been
reasonably satisfactory.

53 GHz. 200 kW, 100 msec Pulsed

This gyrotron is a scaled version of the 60 GHz pulsed design. Four of
these have been built. Two have been operated over a one-year period.



56 GHz. 200 kW CW

This is a scaled version of the 60 CHz CW design. Tubes with a 1-inch
diameter tapered collector are under construction. Testing is scheduled for
June 1984. Calculated mode purity is 90{ TE02.

70 GHz, 200 kW, 100 msec Pulsed

This design is also a scaled version of the 60 GHz pulsed gyrotron. A
tube is under construction and scheduled for test in July 1984. Calculated
•ode purity is 95S TE02-

Future Activities

Over the next several years, it is expected that a gyrotron will be
developed to produce 100 to 200 kW CW at 140 GHz. The TE03 mode is being
considered for this application. Calculations indicate that ohmic losses in
the cavity walls will become a significant problem in that power densities of
t.he order of several kW/cm2 will have to be handled. The design of the output
window is also one of the critical elements.

Another future development program is planned with the goal of 1 MW CW at
120 GHz. This development is expected to take place over about a seven-year
period. For the 120 GHz 1 MW CW gyrotron, several configurations have been
considered including the whispering gallery mode gyrotron, the circular
electric mode gyrotron, the confocal resonator or quasi-optical gyrotron, and
the two-mirror or quasi-elliptic cavity gyrotron. The areas of concern
include ohmic losses in the interaction cavity, potential depression in the
electron beam, interaction efficiency, and frequency separation between
adjacent cavity modes.

To illustrate a possible approach to address these issues in a high
frequency, 1 MW CW gyrotron, we give example calculations for a gyrotron based
on the TEis,u whispering gallery mode. The calculations were carried out for
a 100 GHz, 1 MW CW gyrotron but are easily scalable to 120 GHz.

In high power gyrotrons, a major advantage of whispering gallery modes
over modes with high electric fields in the central regions of the cavity is
that problems of potential depression of the electron beam are drastically
reduced. For example, for a 50 kV electron beam possessing a perpendicular-
to-parallel velocity ratio of two, the limiting current is equal to 211 A,
while for the TE 0 6 1 circular electric mode with the electron beam located at
the inner radial maximum, the corresponding limiting current is 5.5 A7.
Placement of the beam at an outer radial maximum improves the situation for
the circular electric modes - the limiting current is 16.1 A if the beam is
placed on the third radial maximum of the TE06j mode. Electron gun design is
also simplified for whispering gallery modes since the desired electron beam
size is comparatively large. This translates into larger guns and cathode
dimensions which diminish the problems of cathode loading and mechanical
integrity. Low voltage beams enable the use of lower cavity electric fields
for optimum interaction efficiency. This aspect offsets the disadvantages of
whispering galley modes in terms of the ohmic losses dissipated in the cavity
walls due to the close proximity of the cavity rf fields to the walls. On the
other hand, body modes such as the circular electric modes have lower wall
losses for a given cavity field strength, but higher voltages are required due
to potential depression. This necessitates the use of higher cavity electric
fields for optimum efficiency.



In Fig. 2 we show calculations for a standard (tapered) TEjsu cavity
which has a loaded Q of 126. Here we have plotted efficiency as a function of
output power level. The average wall loading of this particular design is
about 2 kW/cm2 at 100 GHz. We see that optimum efficiency at 1 MW is obtained
with a beam voltage of about 50 kV. A limitation on cavities such as the one
analyzed in Fig. 2 is the effect of the beam on the structure of the rf cavity
fields. These effects must be studied closely in arriving at a high power
design.
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FIGURE 2. OPTIMIZED EFFICIENCY vs OUTPUT POWER FOR DIFFERENT BEAM
VOLTAGES FOR TE.r , , MODE. EFFICIENCIES ARE OPTIMIZED WITH
RESPECT TO THE DC MAGNETIC FIELD.

Another advantage of whispering gallery modes is the relative lack of
competition by cavity modes at nearby frequencies. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 for the TEIJ^J mode at 100 GHz, where we have plotted the starting
current as a function of magnetic field for the TEj5^1 and neighboring modes.
The only major competing modes are other whispering gallery modes, whereas for
body modes such as the circular electric modes, mode competition is much more
severe.

For 1 MW CW operation, it is quite desirable to develop methods of output
coupling which avoid the problems encountered when the output waveguide also
serves as the electron beam collector1. One possible option is the
quasi-optical technique proposed by Vlasov which is well-suited to whispering
gallery modes such as the TEi^i 8. Transmission of the power from such output
coupling systems may be done using quasi-optical techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

The basic gyrotron configuration shown in Fig. 1 has proven to be very
useful for gyrotrons operating at 200 kW in the frequency range from 28 to
70 GHz. Scaling existing designs by computer simulation over as much as ±10
to 20} in frequency appears to give reasonable results. The output window
continues to be an area of particular concern for long term operation.
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STARTING CURRENT vs MAGNETIC FIELD FOR THE TE,5 , ,
MODE AND NEIGHBORING COMPETING MODES. AN IDEAL'lZED
CLOSED CAVITY OF LENGTH 4\ (* 1.2cm AT 100 GHz) IS EMPLOYED.
ALL MODES HA VE A LOADED Q OF 100.

For future fusion a p p l i c a t i o n s , gyrotrons producing higher power and
frequency are planned. For these d e v i c e s , cavi ty mode separat ion , output
window c o o l i n g , and ohtnic power densi ty in the cav i ty become increas ingly
important concerns. .-,,-•
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